
	

	

1) We developed a working vision statement for the Academy:   
 
The CTE Leadership Academy is a highly-demanding world-class program, helping participants earn a 
leadership credential - equivalent to an MA in Education Leadership - that maximizes student CTE 
opportunities. 
I left out “concierge service” because I think it would confuse non-participants that this might be a 
“cushy” program.  I left out the scholarship part to prevent the sentence from being even longer. 
Please feel free to offer edits to this vision statement, especially those with greater “eoe” (economy of 
expression). 
 
2) Three basic aspects of leadership:  1) Vision (driven by enthusiasm);  2) Message Discipline (concise, 
positive, consistent);  and  3) Courage, specifically learning to deal with failure and the prospect of failure 
(“courage on the deck”). 
 
3) David Alexander’s “Disposition of Leadership:”  1) leaders must be visionaries;  2) driven by a 
collective optimism;  3) based on the positive attitude you bring to the table. 
 
A leadership action plan must have three elements:  1) Leading the Culture;  2) Leading Organizational 
and Workflow Efficiency;  3) Being the “Lead Learner,” ensuring all team members have opportunities to 
grow professionally.   
 
Final question:  “If you want to become a leader, are you ready to be lonely?”  There are times when 
leaders have to make the hard decisions where you can’t please everyone. 
 
4) Implementing High-Value Pathways:  IT - Bossier Parish Community College (BPCC, pronounced 
“bipp-see”) and Operation Spark offer cost-effective virtual instruction to students across the 
state.  (With CDF funds, IT pathways can become “CTE profit centers.”)  Use the resource in your binder 
to contact them about next steps. 
 
5) Implementing High-Value Pathways:  Skilled Trades / C4M - Jayda Spillers of BPSTIL provided 
practical, concrete guidance on implementing high-demand pathways like C4M and Carpentry.  The 
ABC-Pelican team talked about the possibility of forming satellite training sites beyond the Baton Rouge 
and SW LA areas they currently serve.   Contact info in your binders. 
 
6) Anna Osland, Dinner Speaker - Anna emphasized that our collective imperative must be to prepare 
students for the workplace of tomorrow.  This includes:  a) a strong academic foundation, particularly in 
math;  b) the ability to work collaboratively;  and  c) post-high school education / credential of 
value.  Anna mentioned how effective Nepris sessions with workplace experts can dramatically enhance 
student engagement.  (This reinforced the comment made by Laura Smith earlier today about the 
transformative impact of Nepris mentor interactions by all students, including “academically indifferent” 
students.) 
 
7) Coming Up on Tuesday:  a focus on engaging industry, parents and educators to expand CTE 
opportunities.  Guest speakers will include industry representatives, our state’s most-respected CTE 
leaders, and representatives from Edge Factor and Career Compass sharing new best practices in 
stakeholder outreach. 
 
Thanks to all our guest speakers for a magnificent first day. 
 
   Dave Lefkowith (“Lefty”) 
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